PROJECT AQUASOL

Welcome to „Project AquaSol“
At this occasion we are extremely proud to be able to present to you this
exclusive project, but before we begin with the presentation of the project
itself we’ll take a look at what it is intended for...
We’ll be short and clear, without unnecessary phrases and other things...
So, let’s begin...
Project AquaSol is mainly intended for agricultural crops, orchards, vineyards... and it’s purpose is to protect them from the frost and drought!

We all love such things:

And we love when the fruits look like this:

But, since it isn’t always all as nice as it should be, every year we have natural disasters such as frost:

And unfortunately the results are usually something like this:

Which leads to the destruction of the crop!

Second great natural disaster
which hits our orchards and other
agricultural cultures is the drought:
And the results are as horrific for
them as those from the frost, if not
even worse!!

In an effort to prevent such disasters, or at least suppress their emergence, we have created the project known as „Project AquaSol“!! We can
also call it AquaSol tower. AquaSol tower is the device for the local regulation of the climatic extremes!

With the development and
many tryouts from the creator there
have been discovered special abilities of the activity during all weather conditions for the regulation of
the local climatic and ethereal extremes (EL NINO) for the entire
agricultural provinces. In fact – the
monument of the tower functions
influentially and on great dictances
and it stabilizes great spaces of air
masses and the ground with negative and balanced geomagnetic
ionic electricity. So, it regulates the
local climates (during the winter
and summer) without the extreme
cyclone storms and floods.
This „AQUASOL TOWER“
works as an ethereal-ionic tower
and it uses constant geomagnetic
currents of ether of several thousands volts,
depending on the height of the
tower.
The well-known protracted
missiles, ionic earth guns and aircrafts that we have today for the
ionic correction of the clouds do
not have such abilities as the stable
„AQUASOL TOWERS“. Because
of their special build and the way
of functioning these towers change
the etheric and static-dynamic polarities of great spaces, earth and air,
which means they control the local
climatic parameters...

The way of the permanent work
The entire „tower“ „breaths“ from cascade rows.

These cascades are deeply lowered inside the torus of the tower.

Hence, the tower can function only through the means of gravitation
and multipurpose pump, because the system physically functions based
on the Bernoulli law and derived in the Venturi constriction.

Accelerated and enhanced activity can be achieved with the multi-speed fan.

Strong negative ionization and grounding occur in the tower tunnel
of torus and on the cascades, on the humid or wet rocks.
It is known from the electrostatics that the height column of a certain
semiconductor (wet concrete) produces 1.25 volt current static voltage
per a single centimeter of the column.
For example, if a tower is 15 meters high, it will have a permanent geomagnetic voltage of 1.875 volts.
In the winter mode of functioning (dry and icy winter), from -7°C to
-15°C, the phenomenon contrary to that of the summer takes place,
because of the season. Ground air, up to 10 meters, is very dry,
dense and icy.

AquaSol tower, while working,
compresses or moistures the air,
but in doing so, it also dilutes the
icy air and creates the local sirocco through the electrostatic power
of ionized water. The temperature
of the huge surrounding air mass
grows steadily because the process
if reversed from that of the summer.
...on the contrary, in the summer
mode of work.

Because of the enormous air flow of a very humid air a momentarily
dehydration occurs as well as the air purification.

Dissociation of both water and air occurs.

The air temperature falls down by 15-20°C. Besides the mentioned
effect huge amounts of humid air fall down to the lower levels of the cascades.
That is the ionic negatively charged air (therefore heavy and cold)!

This heavy air, in the hot summer environment, travels on the ground
(like snakes, in all directions), so it acts remotely and influentially, and it
also energizes and ionizes great surfaces of the earth and it fills them with
bracing negative – dynamic electricity (the effect of the constant spring).

In well-chosen agricultural areas and proper positioning of these
AquaSol towers they could regulate the climate without the extremes, sowing, harvesting, optimal fertilization, agriculture, forestry, cattle breeding,
viticulture, fruit growing, as well as the complete water supply without
floods and cataclysms.

A short summary:
AquaSol is a combined multifunctional climate control device,
which serves for refining of the local micro and macro climates. It has
a large working capacity and it serves for natural negative ionization
of volume spatial masses of air. While working it creates the noise of
(žuborenje.) which is extremly relaxing. The air refines and revitalizes
as it circulates. The regular humidity condition of the air which is being
produced by this device also creates immunity. The refreshing and oxidizing spatial air is antibacterial.
Air without admixtures, smoke and harmful agents is a direct AquaSol
product since the convective motion of air masses achieves the vitalization of space, as it takes away all harmful static electricity and it emulates
them in the ground while circulating.
Using the AquaSol devices the agricultural lands, vineyards, orchards
etc. will revive like never before and their yields will be greater than ever
before!

The crop will be bigger, healthier and the highest possible quality!
Give a chance to your farms and agricultural plantations and upgrade them
with the highest quality equipment for this purpose... With the AquaSol
tower your orchards, vineyards and other agricultural plantations will answer you with great gratitude with the crops that will be born on that area,
protected by AquaSol!
Regards from your AquaSol team:
Josip Truban
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